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Executive meeting  called to order at the Royal Oak (Centrepointe) by Provincial President 
Chen-tao LaRochelle at 5:40 PM. Also in attendance were Josh Kaine, Federal President; Brian 
Wallin, Director of Policy; Dan ; Jamieson ; and Trevor LaForce, Secretary, recording.

The first item on the agenda is a proper debrief of the first tabling event at Algonquin. Positives 
and negatives were discussed--while the fundamentals, the ideas, were good, more could have 
been done to prepare & execution could have been cleaner. For example, invalidated supporter 
applications were brought up, as well as more lead time for postering and advertising, improving 
visibility, and scheduling.

Tabling will not be done again until after the provincial leadership race in January. At the next 
tabling, the consensus is to focus on issues and to address the mature students as well. Being 
able to process memberships at the table is also discussed. However, another meet-and-greet 
event is proposed for the end of November, hopefully to be held on-campus. Brainstorming 
ensues, and the following decisions are made:

• the event will be a casual meet-and-greet, not focusing on politics. The objective for this 
event is visibility and contact.

• having an event like this in a vacuum might not be the most productive way of  going about 
things, so partnering with a charitable organization is discussed. The Ottawa Food Bank and 
Operation Come Home are proposed; Trevor commits to pursuing the cause.

• Incentive. Free drinks are proposed. While motivating, it's perhaps not the best use of 
resources. Given Operation Come Home's work with Beau's Brewery (and the club's affinity 
for Beau's), a drink-for-canned-goods approach is discussed. This will be pursued;  even 
lacking OCH's participation, Beau's will be approached as a partner.

• Guests are discussed. Rather than attempting to use a headline guest as a draw, we hope to 
convince members from other riding/campus clubs to come, as well as party representatives 
(riding association members, possibly local MPPs, staff, etc) to come to talk up LPC/OLP and 
the Young Liberals.
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The following timeline is tentatively agreed upon:

• November 11-17: planning & research. JOSH will confirm payment for previous event with 
Algonquin, email campus contacts, and run plan by Bob's office; TREVOR will lock down a 
cause and possible sponsorship, as well as research and contact the campus bar; CT will 
begin work on posters/flyers.

• November 19-29: Postering and promotion via social media and email to other 
riding/campus clubs.

• November 30: event.

Moving on from the Algonquin question, the club briefly discusses endorsement of leadership 
candidates. We agree to not endorse as a club, but encourage members to endorse candidates 
individually. Brian suggests YouTube videos discussing the merits of our preferred candidates. 
The club responds positively.

Membership lists are discussed. Josh and CT will follow up with riding associations for updated 
membership lists. 

Chen-tao motions that Dan is backfilled into the Director of Events position and that Jamieson is 
backfilled into the Communications Director position. Trevor seconds; motion is carried.

Social media and communications strategies discussed. Jamieson will pursue a solution to get 
riding.oyl.org email working again. CT will create a new gmail account for the club. And Trevor 
will look into listserve solutions. Trevor will also set up logins for the website for CT.

CT will be doing a monthly newsletter. Minutes or highlights thereof will be included.

Josh motions to close at 7:02 PM. CT seconds; meeting is adjourned.
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